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Abstract	 This paper gives a tabulation of long systematic and long gt!ick-?cok-
in (QLi) nonsystematic rate R = 1/2 binary convolutional codes with an optimum
distance profile (01)1'). These codes appear attractive for use with sequential
decoders. Simulations for two of the new codes are reported and confirm Massey's
F	 conjecture that systematic and non-systematic codes of the same rate yield
nearly identical computational and error probability performance with sequential
decoding when the number of digits transmitted it the "Lail" of the encoded frame
is the same for both codcs.
TH.. researci was supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administrcti)n under NASA Grant NSG 5025	 at the University of Notre
Dune in liaison with the Communications and Navigatiun Division of the
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Development under Grant 75-41.65.	 J
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In this paper we report the results of computer searches fot l.ong,rate
R = 1/2, fixed convolutional encoders (FCE-;) with an o'-imum distance profile
(ODP codes), i.P-. with a distance profile equal to or superior to that of any
other cede with the same memor y M. In a recent paper [1] we introduced the
(M+1)-tuple•d = [d O ,d l , .... drg ] and called it the distance nrofile of the FCF:,
where d,J is the j-th order column distance [2], i.e. the minimum llaniming; di.,;--
Lance between two encoded paths of length (j+l) branclics, in the infinitely
lonb trellis defined by the FCE, resulting from information sequences with a
differing; first branch. In particular, d  is called the minimum distance and
dW
 is called the free distance of the FCE. When comparing two codes of the
same memory and rate, we say that a distance profile d is superior to a distance
profile d' if d i > dz for the smallest index 1, 0 < i < M, where d i + di.
Systematic ODP codes are already knot:n for M < 35 [1]. Newly found syste-
matic OPP codes are listed in Table 1 for 36 , 1 .1 < 60. The code generators are
given in an octal form according to the convention introduced in [1j. In cases
where the optimum code is not unique, t i es were resolved using the numoer of
low-weight paths as a further optimality criterion.
Massey and Costello [3] introduced a class of quit'(-look-in (QLI) non-
systematic codes in wh 4_ch the two code generators differ onl y in the second
position. In Table II we list newly found ODP QLI codes for 24 < M < 50. For
'	 M < 23 such codes are already known [1].
The excellence as regards d.M for the ODP codes can he seen from Figure 1
in which we have plotted d, f or these codas, the best of the systematic codes
found by Bussg;ang; [4], Lin-Lyn ,! [5] and Forney (6), Costello's Algorithm Al
systematic codes [2], and Massey-Costello's QLI coder, [3], [2]. The codes are
also compared with the Gilbert hound [2,4]. We notice that the newly found
j
codes have dpi e q ual. to or superior to that of any Previously known code with I
the same memory.
3nA
Recently Masse [7] has conjectured, in opposition to the presumed su eri-
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ority of nonsystematic codes over systematic codas (3], that a sequential de-
coder will perform about as well with a systematic R - 1/2 code of memory 2M
as with a nonsystematic R - 112 code of memory M. Since the louper code is
systematic every other channel symbol in the tail. i8], which is used to termi-
nate an encoded information sequence, is a beforehand known zero that --an be
omitted before transmission. Hence the two codes require the same allotted
space for transmission of their corresponding tails, which is the practical
consequence of Massey's conj^--Lure. To test the conjecture we have simulated
the performance of a stack sequential decoder [9] on a binary syr.metric charnel
(BSC) for (1) the M = 46 systematic ODP code with C M	17 and 17 <_ dW < 30 of
Table 1; and (2) the M = 23 nonsystematic ODP QL1 code with d M = 11 and d.= 19
given in [1]. In Table III, we give the results of decoding 10,000 frames of
255 information bits for both codas For the BSC with crossover probability
p = 0.057, %,hich corresponds to tran^mission at rate R = 1.1 R 0 . where P,0 = RComp.
This table gives striking confirmation of Massey's conjecture; the cor)pu-
tational performances and the decoding error probability are virtually identical.
for the two codes. The import of Massey's conjecture, to which our siriulaticas
lend credence, is that a systematic R = 1/2 FCF can be used instead of a non-
systematic one without any sacrifice in the effective transmission rate, error
probability or computational performance of a sequential decoder, provided (hat
the memory of the systematic code is chosen as twice the allotted tail length
in information symbols. Thus, the very long systematic FCE's of Table I appear
very attractive for uae w]-th s4^giiential decoders.
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5Tnbl.c 1: nDP Ilysterr,atic Convolutional Codes With rate R = 1/2
I	 All
I "I
14 G( 2) (114 0	 pnth ,
36 6711454541.74 11+ 5
37 671 11, 51154 4676 14 2
36 6'111451,575561 ► 15 31
39 71446165731,5314 15 12
4n 6711454575571%' 15 3
71 ) + 1 16165734517 15 1
1+ 67111454575561464 16 31
1 +:i 71114(,162()55401"' 16 14
h11 7110,01(,655442't 16 5
145 714401622551442714 16 1
46 6?114545755611666 17 39
47 6710151+575504(67 17 13
) 413 67111,51157556466714 17 It
49 671 145 ) , 575561'r,676 17 1
50 67114x,1+5755646676 18 38
51 67111+514575561166760 18 16
52 67111 ► 545'1556461,'t6o 14 7
53 71141,61(,?.(,55326oIt62 1E1 2
51, 71144616265556137201+ 19 143
55 7 1 41, 61626555 61 372o6 19 20
56 7114616265556137206 19 7
57 714)461626555613720(11 19 2
5 8 711,161()^6555(1 ,72004 20 6o
59 671114545755G46670367 20 25
6n 671145457556466703670 20 10
M25
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
31,
35
36
37
38
30
140
141
42
43
41,
45
46
14 7
148
140
50
R
i
6
G(1)
71+0421,171,
71, O l t 15562
740 ►424173
'(1401, 241721,
7 4 0 ), 241713
74n42402071 ►
74042 1i02072
74042402071
'( 1,0 1 ,24 0207 1 11
740424020712
7404214026637
7404240266364
7)401,24066362
74042140?07121
71,042% 1'(1 36 1 114
740 1,2402071 132
7 14042 1117 1361 1 1
740424020712164
7140424020712166
740 1 ,A0207 13 3 51
71: C), 21,02071335114
7 14 042 110207 121636
71:0421+0207121(35
7 4 0 1, 2 1 4020712163 :14
74014240207121635E
7 14 04 24 OPO7 1216 357
G ^ ^^ X1,,1 M rntha
5404?4174 11 11
540415562 11 5
5404 1 ►
 173 11
540 1424172 1 4 12 23
540 4 ,,'!; 1'( 12 12 8
5 1,0 14'241713 12 2
54042402074 13 43
540 14x402072 13 15
5 140 14,^_ 1,0271 13 4
5 4o 2 1402071 1 4 13 i
5 ),0 1 ► 2 1,020712 14 34
54042 1+026637 114 114
540 142 11026636 14 11 ► 5
540424o?66362 14 2
54042 1+0207121 15 31
54n41, 1 -(1U,,111, 15 12
54042 1,02071132 15 3
5 14 0 14 2 L 1° 136-111 15 1
54o1,2402C712164 16 31
54014 24 020712166 16 11,
5 4 0424CL0713351 16 5
54n4240207133514 16 1
5 14 0 14 2 140207 121636 17 39
54042 ) 10207 1 2 16, 35 17 13
5404^1,52071216351, 17 1,
5 14042 1402071216356 1'1 1
5 140 1 12402071216357 18 38
I
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Tnhlc• II: 011 P C;LI Conv01uti0IIn1 COde, with R = 112. ,
7Fraction of Frnmor; with Computation More thnn :1.
t1	 Systemnt i c ODP code
	 ODD 0,I.I code
'^	 ^+ G	 1 23
	
?78	 1.0000	 1.0000
	
330	 0.81+63
	
Ml16
	
360
	 0.7230	 0.7185
	
1+50	 0.4957	 o.5024
	
600	 0.331+5	 0.3378
	
1100
	 0. 1662
	
0.109
	
1700
	 0.11 11)3
	0.1176
	
2700	 0.071+3 	 0.0737
Fraction of Frames n ,^coded in Error
0.0002	 0.0002
m,
Tab] e I I T : Simulation Result;. for Cecodi nt- 10,000 Framer, of
256 Pits, Ench for t.hc RGC with P = 0.057
( Ii = 1 . 1 R O = r).50).
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Figure 1: Minimum bintnnce (1 ?4for Somc Pate 1/2 Convolutional Code..
